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Good morning, members of Temple Emanu-El. Welcome to the 2023 Annual Meeting. We’ll have three 

short talks about the Temple’s expectations for 2024 and then take your questions and comments.  

 

An explosion of anti-Semitism in this country and the world has shocked all of us. For the first time in 

several generations, Jews are re-evaluating their position in society, worrying about their safety, and 

examining their relationship to the Jewish people. It’s easy to get angry. It’s easy to become obsessed 

with anti-Semitic incident reports. It’s easy to become despondent. Since these matters will certainly 

influence our Temple during the coming year, we should address them. 

 

Let’s open our minds and see the complete picture. There IS hatred against us; but there is also love for 

us. More than ever, Jews are embraced by other people of religion. More than ever, citizens in smaller 

cities like Reno are supporting their Jewish neighbors. More than ever, we are seeing Jewish symbols 

displayed in public. More than ever, Jews of wealth and influence are acting to stop prejudice against 

ALL Jews. More than ever, we are seeing cultural Jews reaching toward their religious heritage.  

Where does Temple Emanu-El stand in this whirlwind of change? 

First, Temple Emanu-El stands FIRMLY with Israel. We don’t accept any two-handed analysis of Israel 

and Gaza. Though none of us wants bloodshed, none of us has blood lust… we are not squeamish about 

what must be done to erase the barbarian Hamas cult and thwart Iranian hegemony in the Middle East. 

The Torah and our prophetic literature has many examples of Israelites avenging heinous crimes against 

our people. We are admonished to remember the crimes of the Amalekites. In every generation, there 

are Amalekites. Today, Amalek is spelled H-A-M-A-S. 

 

Second, Temple Emanu-El welcomes Jews of every stripe. We appreciate those who have come to 

Judaism from other faith traditions as much as we value born Jews. We don’t care what gender, color,  

 



race or sexual orientation people have. At this Temple, you are a Jewish person, a valuable human being 

that we see as the sum of your talents, energies and commitment. This is NOT a congregation of 

exclusion or of ideological purity; it’s a congregation of acceptance and respectful discourse.  

 

Third, Temple Emanu-El’s CONSERVATIVE Judaism seeks the middle ground within our religion. Some 

detractors condemn Consevative Jews as neither vegetable nor mineral. They say, “you’re not strict 

enough.” Or they say, “you’re too bound to tradition.” How can the Conservative movement survive in 

this middle muddle? Aristotle taught the world that the best life followed the principle he called the 

“golden mean.” His ideal life avoided “way too much” of any behavior as well as “way too little”. There 

is POWER in the center of the choice spectrum. As Conservative Jews, we can use tools of modernity 

without guilt. Yet we can be old-fashioned without being slaves to the past. There is power in the middle 

way… there is flexible relevancy.  

 

Let me turn a moment to the accomplishments of 2023. A year ago I told you of many functional 

changes this Temple made… improvements to the décor and structure of our facility; success with new 

holiday and outreach programs; greater participation by our members; improved security measures; and 

better technology deployment in the building. We continued to advance all those goals in 2023. We 

upgraded the parking lot; improved exterior lighting; added security fencing and cameras with increased 

video storage; hosted a Vigil for Israel, a Klezmer band and a Chanukah bazaar; and held a series of 

holiday workshops for young children and their parents. 

 

As we envision 2024, we see many Temple strengths –more members; a larger pool of religious leader 

volunteers; a growing group of event planners. We begin to lay a path for our future success. Judaism in 

Reno is growing. Conservative Judaism is growing in Reno. We celebrated our centennial in 2021… not 

many congregations get to do that. We begin now to shape our 100-year FUTURE. One example. Your 

Board approved the creation of an Endowment Fund which will get vigorous sponsorship in the coming 



year. This Fund can put a long-term financial foundation under all our plans. We will tend to our Judaic 

foundations too with attractive holiday and Jewish cultural programming. We will try harder to draw 

children, grandchildren and young adults into our fold. We will emphasize that the communal, religious 

and spiritual practices of CONSERVATIVE Judaism lead to more accomplished lives, deeper relationships 

and less isolation as all our lives become more “virtual”.  

 

To trace back to our first topic… a friend wrote to me recently that with the rise in anti-Semitism, he’s 

wondering if he can still get a reservation to join the first human colony on the moon. I told him that if 

he did get a space shuttle seat, he’d probably find anti-Semites already demonstrating at the moon’s 

space-port. 

 

As a gardener, anti-Semitism makes me think of dandelions. Gardeners try to eradicate those pesky 

plants but they know they’ll never eliminate all of them. However gardeners can choose what they look 

at. They can choose to look at a lush carpet of grass and dismiss the few dandelions in it; or they can 

focus on the ugly dandelions and miss the beauty of the field of grass. 

 

Judaism is our beautiful grassy field. Let’s not give the “weed” of antiSemitism an important place in our 

sight. We will surely try to root it out. But most of the time, we should focus on the blessings of being 

Jewish. We should wrap ourselves in Shabbats of peace. We should relish our Jewish learning and 

traditions. 

 

In the coming year, may God bless and preserve Israel and all Jews wherever they live.  

May God bless the United States which has made room in its melting pot for immigrant Jews and their  

 children. 

May God bless Congregation Temple Emanu-El.  

May God bless you. 


